A recent criticism raised by M.R.Pennington on our ππ-production amplitudes seems to be due to his misunderstanding on our description, and is not right. Essential point of the relation between our scattering and production amplitudes is, in connection to the unitarity and the final state interaction theorem, briefly explained.
Recently, we had analyzed the ππ-scattering phase shift 2), 3) * ) and the ππ-production processes, pp-central collision 8), 9), 10) and J/Ψ → ωππ-decay, 11) and shown the evidence for existence of the long-sought σ-particle 12), 13) . These results were reported in detail 14), 15), 16), 17), 18) in the international conference HADRON'97 at Brookhaven National Laboratory in August 1997. However, our description of ππ-production processes was criticized by M. R. Pennington in Ref. 1) ,"The production model of Ishida et al. and unitarity": It was argued that in our description any production amplitude has a spurious zero at the same position of energy as that in the scattering amplitude. Here we explain briefly that his criticism is unfortunately based on his misunderstanding on our description and is not right.
There are two general problems in treating scattering and production amplitudes: the ππ-scattering amplitude T must satisfy the unitarity relation, and the ππ-production amplitude F must satisfy, in cases with no initial phases, the final state interaction(FSI) theorem, that is, F must have the same phase 19) as that of T . In order to obtain T and F satisfying the unitarity and the FSI condition, respectively, we start from a simple field-theoretical model 20), 21), 22), 14), 18) : In the NJL-type model 23) as a low energy effective theory of QCD, (and in the linear σ model, LσM, 24) obtained as its local limit), or in the constituent quark model, the pion π and the resonant particles such as σ or f 0 (980) are the color-singlet qq-bound states and are treated on an equal footing. These "intrinsic quark dynamics states," denoted asπ,σ,f , are stable particles with zero widths and appear from the beginning. Actually these particles have structures and interact with one another and with a production channel "P " through the residual strong interaction:
(1) * ) Other recent works 4), 5), 6), 7) also suggest the existence of the light σ-particle. typeset using PTPT E X.sty <ver.0.7>
As a result, these bare states change 4), 6) into the physical states, denoted as π(= π), σ and f , with finite widths.
For simplicity we consider the resonance-dominative case, where the background direct two pion coupling is neglected(ḡ 2π =ξ 2π = 0). By taking into account only the repetition of pion-loop, the T -matrix automatically satisfies the unitarity. The relevant two bare states,σ andf , transmit to each other through the pion loop diagram, and accordingly the squared mass matrix takes a non-diagonal form both in the real and imaginary parts. By diagonalizing the real part, T is expressed in terms of the renormalized masses and coupling constants of the relevant resonances. Then by a simple manipulation, T becomes of the same form as the conventional K-matrix representation.
This "K-matrix" corresponds to the stable particle propagator with an infinitesimal imaginary width, and is discriminated from the conventional real K-matrix in the potential theory. The denominator of Eq. (2) represents the effect of the repetition of the pion loop. The production amplitude F, satisfying the FSI-condition, is obtained simply by replacing the factor (ḡᾱ) 2 (whereᾱ =σ,f ) in K, appearing in the numerator of T , byḡᾱξᾱ.
where P is called the production "K-matrix." T and F can be represented directly in terms of the physical state bases, and F in the VMW-method 25) is reproduced:
where λ σ and λ f are the (complex) squared masses of the physical σ and f 0 (980) particles, respectively. Thus, F is represented by the sum of Breit-Wigner amplitudes of the relevant resonances with respective production couplings and phases, r σ , r f ; θ σ , θ f . These new quantities are represented by the bare quantities,mᾱ,ḡᾱ, andξᾱ (α = σ, f ). * ) Above discussions can be generalized to in the case that background couplings take non-zero values(ḡ 2π = 0,ξ 2π = 0) 18) , and it is shown that in our relevant case the VMW-method is also reproduced, as will be mentioned later. The zeros in T and F, which are determined by the conditions, K = 0 and P = 0, respectively, occur at the respective positions of squared energy
) * ) Eq.(4) includes essentially three new parameters independent of the scattering process: rσ, r f , and relative phase θ f − θσ. In the present field theoretical model these are represented by two real production coupling constants,ξσ andξf . Thus, the relative phase parameter is constrained by FSI-theorem. However, all the processes induced by strong interaction generally include unknown strong phases, and correspondingly in the actual analyses we are forced to treat this relative phase parameter as being free 14) .
s F 0 is dependent on the production couplings,ξσ andξσ, and generally different from s T 0 (, and in the case withḡσξσ +ḡfξf = 0 the zero in F is removed). Thus, the criticism, "a spurious zero (in T ) transmits to the production processes, unphysically shackling its description" 1) , is clearly incorrect.
That problem had occurred, not in our description, but in his original scheme of the universality 26), 27) of ππ-scattering amplitude T , where the amplitude F in any production process is represented by (with a smooth real functionα(s) of s)
Due to this equation, the zeros in T always transmit to F at the same positions. This is apparently inconsistent with many production experiments. To avoid this problem, T (and correspondingly K) was revised and cleverly replaced by the reduced T -(K-) matrix,T (K), which is defined bŷ
and Eq. (6) was replaced by
However, this operation seems to be quite artificial and has much arbitrariness, since we are free to choose any function with the zero at s = s T 0 , instead of s − s T 0 , to remove the zero of T (K). In our scheme we can set up also Eq.(6) and definẽ α(s). In our case a mechanism corresponding to his "cure" occurs, in contrast with his case, automatically as follows: By using Eqs. )(s − s T 0 )), which includes the factor 1/(s − s T 0 ). From Eq.(5) we see that s F 0 coincides with s T 0 only in the case, when there exists a special constraintξσ/ḡσ =ξf /ḡf between the production and the scattering couplings, which are mutually independent, in principle.
Finally we should like to compare concretely the methods of analyses between ours and that based on the universality-argument. In many experiments 8), 11), 28) leading to the ππ-channel the spectra of |F| 2 show a large peak structure around the energy √ s ≃ 500MeV, which is quite different from that of |T | 2 (which has peak at √ s ≃ 900MeV). This fact is understood in our VMW method as a result that the background effects are comparatively weaker in the production processes than in the scattering process, that is,ξσ/ḡσ ≫ξ 2π /ḡ 2π , when the low energy peak structure is directly reflecting the σ-resonance.
On the other hand, in the conventional analyses based on the "universality of T " the peak structure is fit by an arbitrarily chosen polynomial form α(s) = Σ n α n s n , 26) with parameters α n , which has no direct physical meaning. This situation was clearly explained in ref. 14) .
The difference between the two methods seems to reflect their basic standpoints: In the universality-argument only the stable (pion) state consists in the complete set of meson states, while theσ andf , in addition to the pion, are necessary as bases of the complete set in the VMW-method.
